Monetary Policy Rules Based on Real-Time Data
By ATHANASIOS ORPHANIDES*
This paper examines the magnitude of informational problems associated with the
implementation and interpretation of simple monetary policy rules. Using Taylor’s
rule as an example, I demonstrate that real-time policy recommendations differ
considerably from those obtained with ex post revised data. Further, estimated
policy reaction functions based on ex post revised data provide misleading descriptions of historical policy and obscure the behavior suggested by information
available to the Federal Reserve in real time. These results indicate that reliance on
the information actually available to policy makers in real time is essential for the
analysis of monetary policy rules. (JEL E52, E58)

In recent years, simple policy rules have received attention as a means toward a more
transparent and effective monetary policy. A
series of papers have examined the performance
of such rules in theoretical as well as empirical
terms.1 Such rules typically specify that the
monetary authority set its operating instrument
as a function of one or two observable variables
reflecting inflationary and real activity conditions in the economy.
Often, however, the analysis underlying these
policy rules is based on unrealistic assumptions

about the timeliness of data availability and
ignores difficulties associated with the accuracy
of initial data and subsequent revisions. For
example, the rule proposed by Taylor (1993)
recommends setting the federal funds rate using
the current-quarter output gap and inflation
based on the output deflator. Taylor’s rule has
received considerable attention in large part because he demonstrated that the simple rule described the actual behavior of the federal funds
rate rather surprisingly well. But as is well
known, the actual variables required for implementation of such a rule—potential output,
nominal output, and real output—are not known
with any accuracy until much later. That is, the
rule does not describe a policy that the Federal
Reserve could have actually followed.
The primary source of this problem is the
reliance on ex post revised data for the analysis.
Indeed, standard practice in empirical macroeconomics is to employ ex post revised data for
the analysis of historical time series without
adequate investigation of the possible consequences of this practice on the results.2 However, the measurement of many concepts of
interest, for instance of output and its price, is
fraught with considerable uncertainties that are
resolved only slowly and perhaps never completely. Although this informational problem
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See Dale Henderson and Warwick J. McKibbin (1993),
John B. Taylor (1993), Ray C. Fair and E. Philip Howrey
(1996), Andrew Levin (1996), Laurence Ball (1997), Ben
Bernanke and Michael Woodford (1997), Richard Clarida
and Mark Gertler (1997), Jeffrey Fuhrer (1997), Orphanides
et al. (1997), Julio Rotemberg and Woodford (1997), Lars
Svensson (1997), Bennett T. McCallum (1999), John Williams (1999), and the conference volumes edited by Ralph
C. Bryant et al. (1993) and Philip Lowe (1997). Clarida et
al. (1999) provide an extensive survey.

2
Throughout, I refer to the informational problem as one
associated with data “revisions” but this should be interpreted to include redefinitions and rebenchmarks, although,
strictly speaking, these pose slightly different problems in
some respects.
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may not be of significance for some purposes, it
is likely to be of great importance when the
investigation concentrates on how policy makers react or how they ought to react to current
information for setting policy. But this is exactly the purpose of the study of simple reactive
monetary policy rules.
Informational problems can have a significant
impact in the analysis of policy rules for several
reasons. The most direct, perhaps, regards
rules based on data that are not available when
they must supposedly be used. As McCallum
(1993a, b) pointed out, such rules are simply not
operational.3 A thornier issue concerns the influence of data revisions on the “proper” policy
setting suggested by a reactive rule. Retrospectively, the “appropriate” policy setting for a
particular quarter may appear different with
subsequent renditions of the data necessary to
evaluate the rule for that quarter. Through a
distorted glass, the interpretation of historical
episodes may change. Policy that was in accordance with a fixed rule at the time the policy
was set may appear instead to have been excessively easy or tight and vice versa. This issue is
also of importance in the context of econometric
model-based evaluations of alternative policy
rules. Standard current practice in such evaluations is to specify the policy instrument in terms
of the variables it is reacting to, as if these
variables were known to the policy maker with
certainty and were not subject to revisions. Such
comparisons can be seriously misleading in the
presence of significant informational problems.
Reliance on ex post revised data can also prove
misleading in efforts to identify the historical
pattern of policy. Policy reaction functions estimated based on ex post revised concepts and
data can be of questionable value for understanding how policy makers react to the information available to them in real time.
This paper examines the magnitude of these
3

This problem is most common in rules requiring contemporaneous data that are typically available with a lag. In
principle this problem can be dealt with, either by recognizing that the policy maker will have to employ withinperiod forecasts to operationalize the rule or by specifying
that policy react to the latest available “current” information
where current would refer to the last period for which data
are available. But in either case, the suggested policy prescribed by the rule will differ from what would obtain if the
rule were evaluated using ex post revised data.
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informational problems using Taylor’s rule as
an example. First, I construct a database of
current quarter estimates/forecasts of the quantities required by the rule based only on information available in real time. Using this data I
reconstruct the policy recommendations, which
would have been obtained in real time. I demonstrate that the real-time policy recommendations differ considerably from those obtained
with the ex post revised data. Further, I show
that estimated policy reaction functions based
on ex post revised data yield misleading descriptions of historical policy. Using Federal
Reserve staff forecasts I show that in the 1987–
1993 period simple forward-looking specifications describe policy better than comparable
Taylor-type specifications, a fact that is largely
obscured when the analysis is based on the ex
post revised data.
I. Data and Measurement Issues
in Taylor’s Rule

I focus my attention on a well-known family
of policy rules that set the federal funds rate as
a linear function of inflation , and the output
gap y. Letting R t denote the recommended level
for the federal funds rate in quarter t, these rules
take the simple form
(1)

R t ⫽ a 0 ⫹ a  t ⫹ a y y t .

As is well known, this family nests a parameterization proposed by Taylor (1993), which has
received considerable attention, a 0 ⫽ 1, a  ⫽
1.5, and a y ⫽ 0.5. 4 Taylor measured inflation
for quarter t, as the rate of change of the implicit output deflator over the previous four
quarters and the output gap for quarter t, as
the percent deviation of real GDP from a linear trend capturing potential output. Although
4
This family of rules was first examined in the policy
regime evaluation project reported in Bryant et al. (1993).
Orphanides (1997) provides details. Briefly, that volume
suggested encouraging stabilization performance for rules
of the form R t ⫺ R *t ⫽  (  t ⫺  *) ⫹  y t , where R *t
reflects a baseline setting for the federal funds rate, * the
policy maker’s inflation target, and  the responsiveness of
policy to inflation and output deviations from their targets.
Taylor’s parameterization obtains by using the sum of inflation and the “equilibrium” real interest rate r* for R *t , and
setting r* ⫽  * ⫽ 2 and  ⫽ 0.5.
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Taylor originally offered his parameterization
as a hypothetical rule that was representative of
the rules examined in the model simulation
work, he also noted that it described actual
Federal Reserve policy surprisingly accurately
in the 1987–1992 period he examined. Because
of this accuracy, which was reinforced in later
studies such as Taylor (1994), his rule received
considerable attention in the financial press and
has been discussed by academics, policy makers, and financial practitioners. Further, his particular parameterization has been seen not
simply as a guidepost to policy decisions, but
also as a useful benchmark for predicting future
policy, as well as judging whether current policy has been appropriately set.
Operational implementation of such a rule,
however, entails a significant information burden; specifically it requires timely and accurate
information regarding nominal output, real output, and the path of potential output. Unfortunately, none of these concepts is known with
much accuracy until several quarters or perhaps
years later.5 To quantify the effect of these
informational problems, I created a quarterly
data base that could be used to reconstruct
Taylor’s rule as could be implemented at the
Federal Reserve in real time and with later
data, matching the information corresponding to
Taylor’s 1993 and 1994 studies. To reflect information available to the Federal Open Market
Committee (FOMC) as closely as possible, I
relied on information associated with the production of the Greenbook. This is a document
summarizing the Federal Reserve staff’s analysis of current and prospective economic conditions that is prepared by the staff for the FOMC
before each FOMC meeting. For the purpose of
tracking quarterly updates, I used information
corresponding to the FOMC meeting closest to
the middle of the quarter. In the period relevant
for this study, the FOMC met eight times a year,

5
To be sure, this is not the only difficulty with the
implementation of the Taylor rule. Another major issue is
identifying the appropriate level of the equilibrium real
interest rate r*, which is required for calibrating the intercept of the rule, ␣0. This is particularly problematic because
r* is notoriously difficult to estimate and may well vary
over time. Here, I concentrate my attention to difficulties
arising even if the parameterization of the rule is assumed to
be correct.
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typically in the months of February, March,
May, July, August, September, November, and
December. (Occasionally, the “February” and
“July” meetings actually take place at the end of
January and June, respectively.) I use information corresponding to the February, May, August, and November meetings. This choice has
the following advantages. First, the dates always correspond to information available by
(the beginning of) the middle month of a quarter. As a result, the constructed quarterly observations are spaced approximately equally apart
in time. Indeed the timing of the FOMC meetings does not permit constructing a quarterly
data set with approximately equally spaced
apart observations corresponding to the beginning or end of a quarter. For rules such as
Taylor’s, which are specified at a quarterly frequency and which recommend that the policy
maker set the average federal funds rate in a
quarter using within-quarter information, the
middle of the quarter is more appropriate than
either the beginning or the end for evaluating a
prescription presumed fixed for the whole quarter. Using the beginning of the quarter would
not allow the policy maker to react to that
quarter’s data at all. Using the end would allow
for more of the contemporaneous information to
influence the rule but would make setting the
average federal funds rate for the quarter at the
recommended level virtually impossible. Second, with this timing, the Greenbook forecasts
for a quarter, t, always follow the announcement of the first National Income and Product
Accounts (NIPA) output estimate for the previous quarter, t ⫺ 1, at least for the sample
relevant for this study. Consequently, moving
from quarter to quarter, the NIPA data are of
comparable accuracy relating to the completeness of the underlying information available.
Finally, to match the information underlying
Taylor’s 1993 and 1994 studies I used data
corresponding to the January 1993 and November 1994 Greenbooks.6

6
The data as available on those dates (and the corresponding Greenbooks) best match the data underlying the
two Taylor studies. I reconstruct Taylor’s rule with both
data sets. However, as data for 1992 (the end of Taylor’s
original sample) would have been expected to undergo
substantial revisions after January 1993, I concentrate on the
1994 data set for most comparisons.
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FIGURE 1. REAL-TIME

AND

Examine first the implications for inflation
data. To keep track of the alternative data
vintages, for any variable X, I use the notation
X t兩s to denote the value for quarter t as available in quarter s. Thus the series  t兩94:4 reflects the inflation data corresponding to
Taylor’s 1994 study and available to the Federal Reserve at the end of 1994, whereas  t兩t
reflects the within-quarter estimates available
at the Federal Reserve in real time. In each
case, the series reflects inflation as measured
by the change in the implicit output deflator
over four quarters; however, the data obviously differ in some ways. Real-time estimates are calculated with measurement
concepts in use at the time rather than what
Taylor used, that is, GDP in 1987 dollars for
all observations. Thus before 1992, GNP and
not GDP is the measure of output; and the
deflator uses 1982 rather than 1987 prices.
For each quarter, the data reflect historical
information and unrevised contemporaneous
forecasts for that quarter as available at the
time. Thus, they do not incorporate information that was not available and could therefore
not influence policy decisions. Figure 1 compares the real-time inflation data with the data

REVISED DATA
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available in 1994:4 and illustrates the significance of these differences. Summary statistics are provided in Table 1. As can be seen,
differences as large as half a percentage point
are not uncommon. This difference alone suggests possibly substantial differences in policy rule prescriptions based on real-time and
revised data.
Next, consider the output gap input required for implementing the Taylor rule.
Again, real-time estimates differ from subsequent estimates because of revisions and conceptual changes regarding real output. In
addition, because output gap estimates reflect
measures of both actual and potential output,
revisions and conceptual changes in potential
output are also reflected in revisions of the
output gap. As a result, some additional detail
regarding potential output is warranted. During the period relevant for this study, the
Federal Reserve staff estimate of potential
output—the Q* series—was prepared according to the method outlined in Peter K. Clark
(1982) and Steven Braun (1990). Briefly, this
procedure defines the log of potential output
as a linear spline: log Q*t ⫽ b0 ⫹ b1t1 ⫹ b2t2 ⫹
... ⫹ b n t n , with prespecified knot points
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TABLE 1—SUMMARY STATISTICS: 1987:1–1992:4
Name

MEAN

SD

MA

MAD

MIN

MAX

ft
ft ⫺ ft ⫺ 1
 t兩t
 t兩94:4
y t兩t
y t兩94:4
T
y t兩t
T
y t兩94:4

6.79
⫺0.13
3.46
3.76
⫺1.25
⫺0.23
⫺0.72
0.71

1.93
0.54
0.75
0.68
2.16
1.78
1.22
1.75

6.79
0.45
3.46
3.76
1.98
1.57
1.14
1.67

1.53
0.43
0.64
0.60
1.91
1.59
1.08
1.57

3.04
⫺1.32
2.25
2.60
⫺4.36
⫺2.99
⫺2.85
⫺1.98

9.73
0.97
4.66
4.71
1.90
2.07
0.81
3.00

Notes: The sample consists of 24 quarterly observations. f t is the daily average federal funds rate for quarter t, in percent per
year. y t is the output gap for quarter t, defined as actual real output minus potential, as a fraction of potential, in percent.  t
is inflation of the implicit deflator from the same quarter in the previous year, in percent. For any variable X, X t兩t ⫹ i denotes
the estimate of X t available in quarter t ⫹ i. The statistics shown for each variable are: MEAN, the mean; SD, the standard
deviation; MA, the mean of the absolute value; MAD, the mean of the absolute value of the variable minus its mean; and MIN
and MAX, the minimum and maximum values. The superscript T denotes reliance on a linear trend for potential output.

chosen to allow for historical breaks in potential output growth.7
For his original demonstration in 1993,
Taylor relied instead on a linear trend of the
log of output, starting in 1984 and ending in
1992, to measure the output gap. He employed a similar trend with later data in 1994.
As a result of his judicious choice for the start
of the detrending period, Taylor’s estimate
for the growth of potential output for the
1987–1992 period was very similar to the
Federal Reserve staff estimate for that period.
However, the level of Taylor’s series was on
average about half a percentage point higher
than the Q* series. This is attributed to the
fact that, although Taylor’s linear detrending
effectively imposed a zero average output gap
over the period selected for the detrending,
1984 –1992, the level of the Q* series does
not impose such a condition for this sample.
To illustrate the similarity of the output gap
series based on Taylor’s detrending and the
Federal Reserve staff estimates, I reconstructed both sets of estimates. (To distin7
The coefficients of the spline b 0 , ... , b n were estimated
by embedding the spline in a dynamic Okun’s law relationship linking the unemployment gap U t ⫺ U *t to a distributed
lag of the output gap defined using the spline. The unemployment gap, that is, the difference between the actual and
the natural rate of unemployment, was based on a timevarying estimate of the natural rate of unemployment, which
accounted for changes in demographics, trend labor productivity, and other factors. End-of-sample estimates of trend
labor productivity and the natural rate of unemployment
also accommodated judgmental considerations.

guish them, I use the superscript T to denote
the simple trend based alternative.) Thus,
T
T
y t兩93:1
and y t兩94:4
reflect the output gap series
as in Taylor’s 1993 and 1994 studies and
y t兩93:1 and y t兩94:4 the Federal Reserve staff
estimates corresponding to the same data vintages. For comparisons with real-time data
available to the FOMC, I rely on the real-time
staff estimates of the output gap y t兩t . Another
approach would be to construct real-time estimates of the output gap by detrending a
rolling sample with nine years of data, using
the historical time series available during that
T
quarter. The resulting real-time estimate y t兩t
captures Taylor’s detrending quite closely.
However, it is unclear whether these estimates would have been meaningful for policy
decisions in real time. Significantly, this procedure would lack the judgment reflected in
Taylor’s sample selection. For some observations, the start of the detrending period would
coincide with the 1980 or 1981 recessions.
For others, the end of the detrending period
would reflect the 1990 downturn. I construct
this alternative to illustrate some of these
problems but concentrate most of my attention on comparisons based on estimates of
potential output that were actually available
to the FOMC in real time and are therefore
more meaningful.
Figure 2 presents the real-time and 1994:4
renditions of the alternative series for the output
gap. Comparison of the 1994:4 series in the two
panels shows the similarity (up to a constant) of
the Federal Reserve staff estimate of the output
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gap and the series in Taylor’s study. The top
panel also confirms that the real-time estimate
of the output gap based on rolling linear detrending hardly resembles Taylor’s 1994 estimates of the historical output gap. However,
comparison of the real-time and 1994:4 staff
estimates of the output gap indicates that the
revisions in this series are also very large and
persistent.8 This suggests a lack of reliability in
real-time estimates of the output gap, which
poses a difficult problem in implementing the
Taylor rule.
II. Reconstructing Taylor’s Rule

Having re-created the data required for reconstructing the Taylor rule in real time and with
revised data, in this section I present comparisons of the alternative renditions of the rule. In
Figure 3 I reconstruct Taylor’s rule for the period he originally examined when he proposed
the rule, 1987:1 to 1992:4. First, to match Taylor’s rule as originally published, I use the
T
 t兩93:1 and y t兩93:1
series described earlier, which
are based on NIPA data available at the time
Taylor first presented his work, as of January
1993 following the first estimate for the fourth
quarter of 1992. The resulting rule is represented by the dotted line in the top panel of the
figure. As noted by Taylor, the rule appears to
fit the actual data for the quarterly average level
of the federal funds rate over this period surprisingly well. (The actual federal funds rate is
shown by the solid line.) The dash– dot line in
the panel shows the rule based on the later data,

8
A decomposition of these large revisions in the Federal
Reserve staff estimates of the output gap into a component
resulting from revisions in the historical output data and
another resulting from revisions in estimates of potential
output would be of interest. Orphanides and Simon van
Norden (1999) perform such decompositions for a number
of alternative statistical techniques available for estimating
the output gap. Their results suggest that, although revisions
in actual output data alone can, at times, contribute greatly
to output gap mismeasurement, the difficulty associated
with obtaining end-of-sample estimates of potential output
presents a greater problem. These decompositions are based
on constructing counterfactual estimates based on rolling
information sets. However, such counterfactuals are not
possible to implement with the staff estimates because, as
noted in footnote 7, these also reflect judgmental considerations. Consequently, I do not pursue such a decomposition
here.
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T
 t兩94:4 and y t兩94:4
, as presented in Taylor
(1994). As can be seen, this variant of the rule
also tracks the actual federal funds rate quite
well. Confirming the prior that revisions in the
data might alter the picture slightly, however,
some discrepancies between the 1993 and 1994
versions of the rule become evident for the rule
recommendations regarding 1992. The bottom
panel of the figure plots the corresponding renditions of the rule based on the Federal Reserve
staff estimates of the output gap y t兩93:1 and
y t兩94:4 and the corresponding inflation data. As
can be seen by comparing the top and bottom
panels of the figure, the rules obtained using the
linear trend and Q* are essentially identical
except for an intercept shift resulting from the
difference in the output gap series explained
earlier. Indeed, as shown in Table 2, on average
from 1987 to 1992 the difference between
T
R t兩94:4
and R t兩94:4 was 47 basis points, although
the standard deviation was very small, merely 6
basis points, with the mean absolute demeaned
difference only 5 basis points. As a result of this
difference, comparing the corresponding rules
requires an adjustment in the intercept of the
rule, equal to one-half the difference of the
average output gaps.9 Beyond this adjustment,
however, the differences appear to be
inconsequential.10
Figure 4 compares the real-time rendition of
the rule with the actual federal funds rate (dash
line) and the comparable rule obtained using the
revised data (dotted line). As is apparent from
the figure, the prescriptions obtained from the
rule using the real-time data do not appear to
have tracked the actual federal funds rate nearly
as closely as the formulation based on the ex
post revised data suggested. Table 2 provides a

9
Comparisons of policy prescriptions from rule (1)
based on alternative inflation and output gap measures are
more meaningful when systematic differences that are
known a priori are adjusted for. If ␦ is the systematic
difference in inflation and ␦ y the corresponding systematic
difference in the output gap, an adjustment equal to a  ␦  ⫹
a y ␦ y in the intercept of the rule can achieve this result.
10
I did not make this adjustment because the average
T
difference between y t兩94:4
and y t兩94:4 could only be computed ex post and would not have been known in real time.
To avoid the resulting unnecessary complications, I concentrate on comparing the ex post and real-time versions of the
rule using only the Q* concept of potential. As shown
below, an additional bias is present when the real-time data
are employed.
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FIGURE 3. FEDERAL FUNDS RATE

snapshot of the revisions in the Taylor rule
prescriptions corresponding to alternative data
vintages and concepts. Concentrating on the
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Taylor rule based on the Federal Reserve concept of the output gap, the differences in what
the rule appears to have recommended in real
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TABLE 2—DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Name
T
f t ⫺ R t兩93:1
T
f t ⫺ R t兩94:4
T
f t ⫺ R t兩t
f t ⫺ R t兩93:1
f t ⫺ R t兩94:4
f t ⫺ R t兩t
T
T
R t兩94:4
⫺ R t兩t
R t兩94:4 ⫺ R t兩t
T
R t兩94:4
⫺ R t兩94:4
T
R t兩t
⫺ R t兩t

OF
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TAYLOR’S RULE: 1987:1–1992:4

MEAN

SD

MA

MAD

MIN

MAX

⫺0.02
⫺0.20*
0.96***
0.40***
0.27**
1.23***
1.16***
0.96***
0.47***
0.27

0.40
0.55
0.83
0.35
0.52
0.68
0.68
0.58
0.06
0.85

0.30
0.45
1.11
0.44
0.46
1.23
1.17
0.96
0.47
0.76

0.30
0.41
0.65
0.30
0.39
0.48
0.55
0.46
0.05
0.73

⫺0.57
⫺1.62
⫺1.12
⫺0.26
⫺1.10
0.23
⫺0.14
⫺0.07
0.35
⫺0.84

0.95
0.92
2.34
1.05
1.26
3.26
2.50
1.99
0.53
1.78

Notes: R is Taylor’s rule, constructed
* Mean is different from zero at
** Mean is different from zero at
*** Mean is different from zero at

as explained in the text. See also notes to Table 1.
the 10-percent level of significance.
the 5-percent level of significance.
the 1-percent level of significance.

time R t兩t and what would be believed to have
been recommended based on the revised data
R t兩94:4 can be substantial. The standard deviation of this difference is 58 basis points, with
the maximum difference approaching a staggering 200 basis points. Regarding the fit of the
rule, the standard deviation between the actual
federal funds f t and the rule based on the revised
data R t兩94:4 is 52 basis points. The corresponding standard deviation with the real-time data
R t兩t rises to 68 basis points. For comparison,
note that the standard deviation of the quarterly
change in the federal funds rate over this period
is only 54 basis points. That is, from a positive
viewpoint, a one-quarter-ahead forecast of the
federal funds rate—which naively specified that
the rate would stay unchanged—would be more
accurate than the forecasts obtained by a contemporaneous observer having at his or her disposal the within-quarter Greenbook forecasts
and using the rule.
Besides identifying such differences, another
implication from the comparison between the
real-time and ex post revised renditions of the
rule regards the historical interpretation of differences between Taylor’s rule and actual policy. Viewing these differences as “residuals,” it
has been tempting to provide explanations for
them, much as it is tempting to provide explanations for the residuals in any model. For instance, some observers have noted that one of
the most pronounced departures of actual policy
from the rule occurred during the early phases
of the current expansion starting in 1992. This

departure has been attributed to the fact the Fed
responded to the so-called “financial headwinds” facing the economy at the time by holding the federal funds rate below where it would
have been held in the absence of such special
factors. Because such considerations are absent
from the rule, such a departure from the rule
could be termed, in retrospect, to have been
quite appropriate. Yet, looking at the rule based
on the real-time data appears to contradict the
premise of this argument. Indeed, throughout
1992, the federal funds rate was higher than
would be suggested by the Taylor rule. The
residual is of the wrong sign. Removing any
additional response resulting from “financial
headwinds” would only make matters worse.
The missing element, in this case, is that in real
time the recovery of output coming out of the
recession in 1992 looked considerably worse
than the picture painted after several subsequent
revisions of the data. It may be worthwhile
noting in this context that the end of the recession, in March 1991, was not officially recognized by the NBER until December 1992.
Throughout 1992, some ambiguity lingered on.
This brings up a more general question regarding the extent to which the recommendations suggested by the Taylor rule change just
within a few quarters of the corresponding policy decision. To evaluate the extent of such
revisions in the rule prescriptions and their components, I used the real-time data to track the
recommendation obtained from the rule for four
quarters subsequent to the quarter for which the
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FIGURE 5. REAL-TIME RULE

AND

REVISIONS WITHIN

SEPTEMBER 2001

A

YEAR

Notes: For each quarter, the envelope around the rule indicates the range of recommendations for the federal funds rate that
would obtain using data as of that quarter and as of each of the subsequent four quarters. The rule shown is based on the Q*
concept of potential output.

rule applied. That is, I constructed the revised
estimates  t兩t ⫹ i and y t兩t ⫹ i for i 僆 {1, 2, 3, 4}
and used them to construct the corresponding
rules, R t兩t ⫹ i ⫽ 1 ⫹ 1.5  t兩t ⫹ i ⫹ 0.5y t兩t ⫹ i for
i 僆 {1, 2, 3, 4}.
An envelope of the results for the rule reflecting the minimum and maximum recommendation for a given quarter obtained by using the
rules with i 僆 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} is shown in Figure
5. As can be seen, considerable uncertainty regarding the correct setting of the rule is present
within a year of the quarter for which the policy
decision must be made. Figure 6 shows the
ranges of the change in the rule recommendation and the corresponding changes in the underlying inflation and output gap estimates.

Table 3 presents some statistics associated
with the cumulative revisions from the quarter
the policy would have to be set to subsequent
quarters for the two components of the rule as
well as the rule itself. As can be seen in the middle
panel, the standard deviation of the first revision
of the output gap is quite large, 66 basis points.
As large as this may be, the cumulative revisions in subsequent quarters reveal even greater
variation. The standard deviation of the revision
after a year approaches one percentage point.
Revisions to inflation are smaller in magnitude. As shown in the bottom panel of the table,
the standard deviation of the first revision of
inflation is 23 basis points, about a third as large
as the corresponding revision for the output gap.
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TABLE 3—SUMMARY STATISTICS

Name

FOR

REVISIONS

IN

TAYLOR’S RULE

AND ITS

SEPTEMBER 2001
COMPONENTS: 1987:1–1992:4

MEAN

SD

MA

MAD

MIN

MAX

R t兩t ⫹ 1
R t兩t ⫹ 2
R t兩t ⫹ 3
R t兩t ⫹ 4
R t兩94:4

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

R t兩t
R t兩t
R t兩t
R t兩t
R t兩t

0.07
0.18
0.18
0.25
0.96

0.46
0.61
0.66
0.67
0.58

0.37
0.52
0.57
0.58
0.96

0.37
0.49
0.55
0.51
0.46

⫺0.77
⫺0.82
⫺0.82
⫺0.82
⫺0.07

1.12
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.99

y t兩t ⫹ 1
y t兩t ⫹ 2
y t兩t ⫹ 3
y t兩t ⫹ 4
y t兩94:4

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

y t兩t
y t兩t
y t兩t
y t兩t
y t兩t

0.17
0.27
0.30
0.33
1.02

0.66
0.78
0.86
0.94
0.78

0.53
0.62
0.74
0.83
1.04

0.50
0.63
0.71
0.80
0.66

⫺1.30
⫺1.16
⫺1.16
⫺1.16
⫺0.17

1.37
1.75
1.82
2.05
2.25

 t兩t ⫹ 1
 t兩t ⫹ 2
 t兩t ⫹ 3
 t兩t ⫹ 4
 t兩94:4

⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺
⫺

 t兩t
 t兩t
 t兩t
 t兩t
 t兩t

⫺0.01
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.30

0.23
0.28
0.26
0.26
0.30

0.19
0.22
0.20
0.22
0.32

0.19
0.22
0.21
0.22
0.22

⫺0.45
⫺0.44
⫺0.44
⫺0.44
⫺0.18

0.45
0.58
0.58
0.58
1.11

Notes: See notes to Tables 1 and 2.

As well, the cumulative revisions are not considerably more variable in subsequent quarters.
However, because inflation enters the policy rule
with a coefficient that is three times as large as that
of the output gap (1.5 versus 0.5), these revisions
can have as large an impact on the prescribed
policy as the revisions in the output gap.
An important observation is that substantial
revisions in the rule’s prescriptions for a given
quarter can be expected not only in the quarter
subsequent to the quarter for which the prescription is relevant, but also later on. Recalling that
the first revision of the rule R t兩t ⫹ 1 is not based
on forecasts, but is based on the actual preliminary data releases, it is clear that much of the
uncertainty concerning the appropriate prescription is attributable to actual data revisions. This
is important because it suggests that operational
variants of Taylor’s rule, which are specified to
respond to lagged inflation and output data, are
subject to the same informational problems as
rules specified to respond to within-quarter estimates. Indeed, the difference appears to be
simply a matter of degree.
Comparison of the policy rules based on the
alternative renditions of the data also highlights
some difficulties that data revisions introduce in
attempts to identify monetary policy shocks.
Suppose, for instance, that the Taylor rule in
fact correctly represents the monetary policy
reaction function. Then, the real-time implementation of the rule R t兩t correctly identifies the

systematic component of monetary policy and
the “residuals” f t ⫺ R t兩t provide the complete
path of the nonsystematic component—the
monetary policy shocks. Residuals based on
revised data, on the other hand, would also
reflect the artificial contribution of data revisions. It is useful to examine how closely the ex
post constructed residuals—which is what an
econometrician might reconstruct with the ex
post data— correspond with the “true” shocks.
The resulting correlations here are less than
encouraging. The correlations of the real-time
residuals with their 1993:1 and 1994:4 renditions, f t ⫺ R t兩93:1 and f t ⫺ R t兩94:4 , are 0.31 and
0.56, respectively.
III. Estimated Reaction Functions

Having demonstrated the difficulties associated with implementing and interpreting the
Taylor rule based on revised data, I now turn to
illustrating some additional difficulties related
to using revised data for estimating policy reaction functions.
Consider first the general family of realoutput-plus-inflation targeting rules:
(2) f t ⫽  f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ 共1 ⫺  兲共a 0 ⫹ a   t ⫹ a y y t 兲
⫹ t .
When  ⫽ 0 this collapses to the specification of
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Taylor’s rule. Allowing  ⫽ 0 embeds Taylor’s
specification as a notional target in a policy rule
with partial adjustment reflecting the possibility
of interest rate smoothing. In either case, (2) can
be estimated in one step with least squares.
Estimation of policy reaction functions such as
(2) using ex post revised data is not uncommon.
However, it is not at all clear that the resulting
estimates are informative for describing monetary policy. Even under the assumption that the
policy rule is properly specified, estimation with
revised data—instead of the data available when
policy is actually set— can provide misleading
results.
At issue here is whether revisions to the
real-time data to which the policy maker responds represent measurement error. Using
the data available in 1994:4 as a proxy for
“final” data, define the revisions: e 
⫽
t
 t兩94 ⫺  t兩t and e yt ⫽ y t兩94:4 ⫺ y t兩t . Following N. Gregory Mankiw et al. (1984) and
Mankiw and Matthew D. Shapiro (1986), it is
useful to consider two polar hypotheses. The
first hypothesis is that the real-time estimates
represent rational forecasts of the true final
values. In that case, the revisions represent
rational forecast errors or “news.” The second
hypothesis is that the real-time estimates are
simply the true variables measured with error.
In that case, the revisions represent observation error or “noise.” Given that the real-time
estimates necessary for implementation of the
Taylor rule incorporate within-quarter estimates of inflation and output, some element
of news is undoubtedly part of the revision
process. However, for the most part the data
revisions in this sample represent noise. This
can be seen by examining the correlations of
the revisions with the real-time and final data,
as suggested by Mankiw and Shapiro (1986).
Specifically, if the data revisions represent
noise, the revisions should be uncorrelated
with the final data but correlated with the
real-time values. On the other hand, if the
data revisions represent news, the revisions
should be uncorrelated with the real-time estimates but correlated with the final data. For
inflation, the correlation between the revision
and the real-time estimate is ⫺0.44, whereas
that between the revision and the final data is
only ⫺0.05. For the output gap, the correlation between the revision and the real-time
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estimate is ⫺0.62, whereas that between the
revision and the final data is ⫺0.31.11
As a consequence of the presence of noise in
these data, estimation of a policy reaction function such as (2) based on revised data yields
biased parameter estimates. To illustrate the
extent of the problem, in Table 4 I present
least-squares estimates for the 1987–1992
period—the original sample in the Taylor
rule— using the alternative vintages of data.
The first three columns provide estimates of the
specification without partial adjustment ( ⫽ 0).
Although this restriction is rejected by the data,
the resulting estimates exactly correspond to the
least squares fit of the specification of the
Taylor rule and are shown here to allow this
comparison. The first two columns show estimates based on the revised data from 1994
using the linear trend and Q* concepts of potential, respectively. The third column employs
the real-time data available to the FOMC. As
can be seen, and confirming what was already
evident to the naked eye in Figure 3, using the
ex post revised data yields an inflation response

11
The dominance of noise in the output gap revisions
may appear somewhat surprising in light of the Mankiw
and Shapiro (1986) findings that revisions in the preliminary GNP reports reflect mostly news. The two findings
are not inconsistent, however. A key difference is that,
whereas Mankiw and Shapiro examined the properties of
the quarterly growth rate of output revisions, my analysis
concentrates on the output gap, which depends on the
level of output and also potential output. The distinction
is crucial for two reasons. First, revisions in the level and
growth rate of output have different patterns. Annual
rebenchmarks, for instance, often introduce one-sided
adjustments to the level of output for several consecutive
quarters. Such revisions may significantly change the
level of output for these consecutive quarters without a
large change in their corresponding quarterly growth
rates. Second, and more important, is the underlying
methodology for measurement and updating of potential
output. As with many other detrending techniques, there
is a systematic and partly forecastable component in the
revisions of Q*, which introduces serially correlated
measurement error in the real-time output gap estimates.
In this sample, the first-order serial correlation of the
revision process for the output gap is 0.4. Although this
may appear high, it is by no means unusual. The corresponding correlation in the revision to the linear trend
T
based output gap estimates y t兩t
is 0.8 in this sample.
Orphanides and van Norden (1999) show that autocorrelations of this magnitude for revisions in output gap
estimates are common across a large number of alternative techniques employed for estimating potential output.
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TABLE 4—TAYLOR-TYPE ESTIMATED RULES

WITH

SEPTEMBER 2001

ALTERNATIVE DATA

Vintage of data and concept of potential

a0
a
ay


R 2
SEE

1994:4
T

1994:4
Q*

Real-time
Q*

1994:4
T

1994:4
Q*

Real-time
Q*

0.68
(1.27)
1.51
(0.31)
0.60
(0.05)

1.04
(1.16)
1.57
(0.28)
0.58
(0.05)

4.89
(1.06)
0.79
(0.26)
0.65
(0.06)

0.92
0.55

0.93
0.51

0.91
0.57

2.06
(2.08)
0.99
(0.61)
1.08
(0.37)
0.65
(0.16)
0.97
0.34

2.49
(1.83)
1.15
(0.47)
0.99
(0.28)
0.61
(0.14)
0.97
0.32

7.53
(3.25)
0.10
(0.84)
1.07
(0.40)
0.65
(0.19)
0.96
0.36

Notes: The regressions shown are least-squares estimates of the equation
f t ⫽  f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ 共1 ⫺  兲共a 0 ⫹ a   t ⫹ a y y t 兲 ⫹  t
for the 1987:1–1992:4 period. The columns correspond to alternative vintages of data as shown. When no entry appears
for  it is restricted to zero. The standard errors shown in parentheses are based on the Newey–West heteroskedasticity
and serial correlation robust estimator.

close to 1.5 and an output gap response close to
0.5—the values in Taylor’s parameterization.12
This is not the case when the real-time data are
employed. The policy reaction function appears
quite different with a considerably lower response to inflation and a worse fit. The difference becomes more pronounced with the partial
adjustment specification shown in the last three
columns of the table. The estimates of the partial adjustment coefficient  also confirm considerable interest rate smoothing.
A disturbing result from the table is that the
inflation coefficient estimated with the real-time
data is nowhere near one and could well equal
zero. This result would suggest—if one were
prepared to take this policy reaction function
seriously—that monetary policy over the estimation period might have led to an unstable
inflation process. Henderson and McKibbin
(1993) and Clarida et al. (1998) find that a  ⬎
1 is required for stability in model economies
with monetary policy rules of this type.
A more likely explanation, however, is that
the policy reaction function is not specified

12
Similar estimates obtain with the 1993 data Taylor
originally employed. These are presented in Orphanides
(1997).

properly. In particular, in asserting that the
FOMC sets the federal funds rate by responding
only to the current quarter outlook of economic
activity and to the rate of inflation from four
quarters earlier to the current quarter, the policymakers are restricted to appear myopic.
Rather, because monetary policy operates with
a lag, successful stabilization policy needs to be
more forward looking and estimated policy reaction functions should at least accommodate as
much. Indeed, as Chairman Alan Greenspan
explained in a recent testimony: “Because monetary policy works with a lag, it is not the
conditions prevailing today that are critical but
rather those likely to prevail six to twelve
months, or even longer, from now. Hence, as
difficult as it is, we must arrive at some judgment about the most probable direction of the
economy and the distribution of risks around
that expectation” (January 21, 1997 testimony
by Chairman Greenspan before the Senate
Committee on the Budget).
The possibility that policy might be more
appropriately described as forward looking
has attracted increased attention since early
1994, following the so-called preemptive
strike against inflation that year; however, it
would be erroneous to presume that policy
has been forward looking only since this
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1994:4 DATA

Horizon relative to decision period (in quarters)

a0
a
ay


R 2
SEE

⫺1

0

1

2

3

4

10.65
(7.30)
⫺1.13
(2.07)
2.15
(1.15)
0.83
(0.13)
0.97
0.36

2.96
(2.27)
1.00
(0.62)
1.17
(0.44)
0.69
(0.15)
0.98
0.30

1.10
(0.87)
1.51
(0.23)
0.95
(0.29)
0.70
(0.09)
0.98
0.34

⫺0.82
(0.59)
2.05
(0.16)
0.62
(0.29)
0.70
(0.11)
0.97
0.37

⫺2.05
(0.79)
2.39
(0.21)
0.47
(0.48)
0.76
(0.14)
0.97
0.38

⫺3.67
(2.77)
2.80
(0.76)
1.56
(3.09)
0.91
(0.14)
0.97
0.39

Notes: The regressions shown are estimates of the equation
f t ⫽  f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ 共1 ⫺  兲共a 0 ⫹ a   t ⫹ i ⫹ a y y t ⫹ i 兲 ⫹  t
for the 1987:1–1993:4 period. The columns correspond to different values for i. Estimation is by instrumental variables
for i ⱖ 0 as detailed in the text. The standard errors shown in parentheses are based on the Newey–West
heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust estimator.

recent episode. Some research has already
begun to sort out whether monetary policy has
been forwardlooking or backward looking in
the past, especially since the 1980’s.13 For the
most part, estimation of the forward-looking
specifications has relied on instrumental variables estimation techniques using the actual
(and ex post revised) data. Although in theory
such techniques can provide consistent estimates under some assumptions, the added
noise in the data may present significant complications in practice. To illustrate some of
these difficulties, I compare estimated reaction functions using both the ex post revised
and the real-time data for the 1987–1993 period. For the forward-looking variants of the
estimated policy reaction functions, I employ
13
Clarida et al. (1998) investigate forward-looking reaction functions such as the ones examined here. Clarida and
Gertler (1997) find such rules useful for describing German
monetary policy as well.
14
Use of Greenbook forecasts in estimating reaction
functions was introduced by Stephen K. McNees (1986).
Christina D. Romer and David H. Romer (1996) find these
forecasts to be quite accurate relative to alternative private
forecasts. To be noted, these forecasts may not represent the
views of the FOMC and suffer from a serious problem in
that they are conditioned on a specific policy path, which
may not necessarily coincide with the path consistent
with the Committee’s outlook for policy. Despite this problem, they may provide as useful proxies for the appropriate forecasts as feasible with the information currently
available.

forecasts from the same Greenbooks I use to
assess the within-quarter outlook used to construct Taylor’s rule in real time.14
The policy reaction functions I estimate take
the form
f t ⫽  f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ 共1 ⫺  兲共a 0 ⫹ a   t ⫹ i兩t
⫹ a y y t ⫹ i兩t 兲 ⫹  t .
Here, i reflects the “target” horizon relative to
the quarter at which the federal funds rate is
decided. For Taylor’s rule the relevant horizon is the present quarter, i ⫽ 0. For forwardlooking alternatives i ⬎ 0. I examine
horizons ranging from 1 to 4 quarters ahead.
For completeness, I also estimate a backwardlooking policy reaction function for i ⫽ ⫺1.
This is of some interest because this timing
implies reacting to the most recent available
data (for the previous quarter), which renders
the rule operational without reliance on
forecasts.15
Estimation results are shown in Tables 5 and
15
If, as Allan H. Meltzer (1987) argues, forecasts are too
inaccurate to be useful for monetary policy decisions, and
policy is formulated in terms of recent economic outcomes,
such backward-looking rules might provide a better description of policy. However, because a monetary aggregate
could be a superior intermediate target in that case, it might
also prove a better policy indicator than the lagged output
and inflation measures examined here.
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TABLE 6—FORWARD-LOOKING RULES ESTIMATED

WITH

SEPTEMBER 2001

REAL-TIME DATA

Horizon relative to decision period (in quarters)

a0
a
ay


R 2
SEE

⫺1

0

1

2

3

4

19.81
(13.60)
⫺3.35
(3.71)
2.63
(1.60)
0.90
(0.08)
0.97
0.39

9.71
(6.84)
⫺0.49
(1.76)
1.64
(0.90)
0.83
(0.12)
0.97
0.37

5.83
(3.86)
0.57
(0.92)
1.25
(0.52)
0.77
(0.12)
0.98
0.35

5.71
(3.03)
0.62
(0.70)
1.33
(0.44)
0.77
(0.09)
0.98
0.34

3.55
(2.29)
1.18
(0.53)
1.15
(0.34)
0.72
(0.09)
0.98
0.33

1.80
(0.98)
1.64
(0.22)
0.97
(0.17)
0.66
(0.08)
0.98
0.32

Notes: The regressions shown are least-squares estimates of the equation
f t ⫽  f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ 共1 ⫺  兲共a 0 ⫹ a   t ⫹ i兩t ⫹ a y y t ⫹ i兩t 兲 ⫹  t
for the 1987:1–1993:4 period. The columns correspond to different values for i. The standard errors shown in
parentheses are based on the Newey–West heteroskedasticity and serial correlation robust estimator.

6. Table 5 presents estimates of the forwardlooking policy reaction functions based on the
ex post revised data as of 1994. Table 6 presents
the comparable estimates based on the actual
forecasts available in real time. As already mentioned, when the estimation is based on the ex
post revised data, instruments are needed for the
forward-looking rules. With the exception of
the first column (the backward-looking case,
i ⫽ ⫺1), the estimates shown in Table 5 are
based on instrumental variables using four lags
each of the federal funds rate, inflation, and the
output gap as instruments. Overall, the estimated reaction functions fit the federal funds
rate quite well, regardless of the horizon. However, based on the estimated standard errors, the
results shown in the table suggest that when we
rely on ex post revised data to compare alternatives in this sample, the Taylor-type contemporaneous reaction function provides the best
specification among the alternative horizons.
The fit of the contemporaneous horizon is better
than either the lagged specification, i ⫽ ⫺1, or
the forward-looking alternatives, i ⬎ 0. Indeed,
the fit of the forward-looking alternatives progressively deteriorates with the horizon.
Table 6 presents the corresponding least
squares estimates based on the real-time data. In
this case, it is not necessary to instrument for
the inflation and output gap forecasts because
the real-time forecasts are based on exactly the
information actually available contemporane-

ously. Comparing the fitted reaction functions
corresponding to the different horizons reveals
some interesting patterns. The point estimate of
a  , the coefficient reflecting the response to
inflation, rises as the horizon becomes forward
from an implausible negative value for the
backward-looking specification to a value surprisingly close to the 1.5 value Taylor specified
in his rule, and significantly greater than 1 in the
four-quarter-ahead specification. Also, the point
estimates of a y drop as the horizon becomes
more forward from an implausibly high value of
2.63 for the backward-looking specification to a
considerably smaller value, 0.97, in the fourquarter-ahead specification. As with the estimates based on the final data, the overall fit of
these reaction functions is quite high regardless
of the horizon. However, based on the estimated
standard errors, when we concentrate our attention to the forecasts actually available in real
time at the Federal Reserve we find that the
forward-looking specifications provide a somewhat better fit.
Figure 7 shows the policy prescriptions corresponding to the contemporaneous and fourquarter horizon policy reaction functions from
Table 6. The bottom panel, which shows the
prescriptions including the partial adjustment to
the previous quarter’s federal funds rate, confirms that the two specifications fit the data
nearly equally well. Comparison of the implicit
notional targets for the federal funds rate shown
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in the top panel, however, illustrates that the
differences in the two specifications are not
trivial. The forward-looking specification captures the contours of the federal funds rate considerably better.
These results suggest that the concern regarding the validity of estimated policy reaction
functions based on final data is justified. As the
analysis for this sample suggests, results based
on the ex post revised data instead of the data
available in real time could easily overshadow
the fact that forward-looking policy reaction
functions appear to provide a more accurate
description of policy than Taylor-type contemporaneous specifications.
Returning to the real-time estimates in Table
6, it may appear somewhat puzzling that the
response parameters a  and a y vary so dramatically with the horizon, although the fit of the
regressions at the different horizons are so similar. As mentioned earlier, a strong prior that
policy responded sufficiently strongly to inflation over this period to maintain stability in the
long run would suggest that the policy reaction
functions implying a  ⬍ 1 are likely misspecified. By this measure, only the estimated threeand four-quarter-ahead specifications would appear reasonable. As well, these specifications
would correspond most closely to the “six to
twelve months or even longer” horizon that
Chairman Greenspan identified as critical for
monetary policy decisions in the congressional
testimony cited previously. With these considerations, it may be useful to examine whether
the pattern of the estimated response parameters, especially a  , is the result of a misspecification of the appropriate policy horizon.
For concreteness, suppose that the true reaction function is exactly the one corresponding to
the four-quarter-ahead forecast estimated with
the real-time Greenbook data. It is convenient to
rewrite this as
f t ⫽ b 0 ⫹ b 1 f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ b 2  t ⫹ 4兩t ⫹ b 3 y t ⫹ 4兩t ⫹  t ,
where the parameters a 0 , a  , a y , and  in the
last column of Table 6 are simple transformations of the b j , specifically, a  ⫽ b 2 /(1 ⫺ b 1 ),
a y ⫽ b 3 /(1 ⫺ b 1 ) and  ⫽ b 1 . Next, consider
the case with a misspecified horizon, the estimation of the reaction function
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f t ⫽ c 0 ⫹ c 1 f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ c 2  t ⫹ i兩t ⫹ c 3 y t ⫹ i兩t ⫹ e t ,
for i ⫽ 4. Now the estimated parameters c j
reflect the estimates of a 0 , a  , a y , and  in the
appropriate column with i ⫽ 4 in Table
6. These estimated parameters, of course, will
not necessarily reflect the true responsiveness of
policy to inflation and output in this case.
Rather, the parameters will be a convolution of
the true response coefficients and the projection
of the variables in the true reaction function
 t ⫹ 4兩t and y t ⫹ 4兩t on the regressors, f t ⫺ 1 ,
 t ⫹ i兩t , y t ⫹ i兩t :

 t ⫹ 4兩t ⫽ ␥ 10 ⫹ ␥ 11 f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ ␥ 12  t ⫹ i兩t
⫹ ␥ 13 y t ⫹ i兩t ⫹ e 1t
y t ⫹ 4兩t ⫽ ␥ 20 ⫹ ␥ 21 f t ⫺ 1 ⫹ ␥ 22  t ⫹ i兩t
⫹ ␥ 23 y t ⫹ i兩t ⫹ e 2t .
Two observations are in order. First, if these
projections can capture the bulk of the variation
of  t ⫹ 4兩t and y t ⫹ 4兩t , then the misspecified
reaction functions will fit the data nearly as
well as the true policy. (If the projections were
perfect, the reaction function fit would be identical.) Indeed this is the case here. The fourquarter-ahead forecasts of inflation and the
output gap are highly collinear with forecasts at
the earlier horizons. This explains why the fit of
the other regressions in Table 6 are nearly as
high as that of the four-quarter-ahead specification. The second, is that the pattern of the projection coefficients ␥ kj determines the pattern of
the estimated parameters c j of the misspecified
policy reaction functions. Concentrating on the
inflation forecast projection, as we move the
horizon from i ⫽ 4 backward the following
pattern emerges: ␥12 falls, whereas ␥11 and ␥13
rise. Intuitively, the lag of the federal funds rate
and the output gap become increasingly more
informative for predicting  t ⫹ 4兩t relative to the
contribution of inflation. These tend to raise the
estimates of c 1 and c 3 and reduce that of c 2 in
the misspecified reaction function relative to
the estimates of b 1 , b 2 , and b 3 . The result is
the appearance of a greater partial adjustment coefficient  for the less forward-looking
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specifications in Table 6 and also the reduction
in the inflation response coefficient a  relative
to that of output a y . The quantitative magnitudes of these effects, of course, are specific to
the sample and horizon in question and the
estimated parameters c j depend on both the
inflation and the output gap projections. Importantly, as illustrated in Table 6, estimation of a
policy reaction function with a misspecified horizon can yield extremely misleading information regarding the responsiveness of policy to
the inflation and real economic activity outlook.
The difficulties in interpreting these coefficients can also be seen by a simple check on the
implicit estimates of the equilibrium real-interest rate embedded in the policy reaction function. In steady state, the output gap equals zero,
inflation equals the policy maker’s target *,
and the nominal interest rate is the sum of the
inflation target and the equilibrium real interest
rate. Thus, for the correctly estimated policy
reaction function, and conditioning on an inflation target *, the parameters in Table 6 provide an estimate of the equilibrium real interest
rate: r* ⫽ a 0 ⫹ (a  ⫺ 1)  *. Based on the
four-quarter-ahead horizon, the implied equilibrium real interest rates for inflation targets of 0
and 2 percent are 1.8 and 3.1 percent, respectively. On the other hand, using the parameters
shown for the earlier horizons yields considerably higher and quite misleading estimates.
Again, the reason is that the imputed estimates
are incorrect because the parameters of the estimated policy reaction functions at the earlier
horizons cannot be interpreted as behavioral
parameters.
IV. Conclusion

Quantitative evidence suggesting that monetary policy guided by simple rules achieves
good results in simulated models of the macroeconomy continues to accumulate. Thus, simple
rules appear to offer useful baselines for policy
discussions. The discussion, however, often
does not place proper emphasis on the informational problem associated with some of the advocated policy rules. This paper examines the
magnitude of this informational problem. The
evidence suggests that it is substantial.
Reactive policy rules that require the policy
maker to respond to macroeconomic conditions
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that are difficult to assess in practice involve
much greater uncertainty than is often recognized. Using Taylor’s rule as an illustration, and
concentrating on the sample originally used by
Taylor to formulate his rule, revisions of the
recommendation obtained by the rule for a specific quarter are shown to be very large. Further,
although the rule may appear to describe actual
policy fairly accurately when the ex post revised
data are employed, it does not provide nearly as
accurate a picture if real-time data are used to
construct what the rule would have recommended when policy was actually set.
Interpretation of historical policy based on
revised data instead of the data available to
policy makers when policy decisions were
made appears to be of questionable value. Estimated policy reaction functions obtained using
the ex post revised data yield misleading descriptions of historical policy. The presence of
noise results in biased estimates and potentially
obscures the appropriate specification of the
policy reaction function. Needless to say, identification of monetary policy shocks under such
circumstances becomes a haphazard enterprise.
Taking account of the information problem
documented here may cloud some of the encouraging results arguing in favor of policy
adhering to such rules. One of the reasons simple rules are believed useful is that they can
provide the policy maker with the flexibility to
achieve some of the benefits of discretionary
short-run stabilization policy while retaining
credibility toward the long-term goal of price
stability. The rationale is that, because simple
rules are easy to evaluate, departures from the
rules would be easily detectable. As long as
policy moves in accordance with a rule, credibility is maintained. But disagreements over the
current economic outlook or the likely direction
of pending data revisions can make it difficult to
assess whether policy deviated from or was set
in accordance with an agreed-upon fixed policy
rule. Implementation of supposedly transparent
feedback rules may be anything but simple.
These findings also suggest that great care is
required in treating the informational requirements associated with the evaluation of simple
policy rules. The presence of noise in real-time
estimates of inflation and the output gap must
be accounted for in evaluating rules setting policy in reaction to these variables. Ignoring this
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informational problem in the evaluation of alternative policies would tend to overstate the
degree to which monetary policy can stabilize
economic fluctuations and could yield misleading comparisons of alternative policy rules. Using an estimated model of the U.S. economy,
Orphanides (1998) confirms that this is a firstorder issue for efficient policy design. Notably,
had the Federal Reserve adopted policies that
appear efficient when the informational problem highlighted here is ignored would have
resulted in worse macroeconomic performance
than actual experience since the 1980’s. In the
absence of informational problems, activist
rules that require policy to react strongly to
current data appear to yield a high degree of
stability. But less activist rules prove more effective once the informational limitations encountered by policy makers in practice are
considered. Less activism avoids the counterproductive gyrations to the monetary policy instrument that are introduced by responding to
the noise in the data instead of the true underlying developments in the economy. Unless the
evaluation of the performance of policy rules
reacting to noisy data addresses this informational problem, meaningful comparisons among
alternative rules are not possible.
The results in this paper suggest that analysis
of monetary policy rules based on data other
than what is available to policy makers in real
time may be difficult to interpret. The treatment
of the informational limitations inherent in the
formulation of monetary policy requires greater
attention in analysis pertaining to policy rules.
To the extent simple policy rules offer the
promise to provide a useful baseline for improving policy decisions, a step toward clarification
of their potential would be a welcome step in
the right direction.
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